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greenteQ Clearline Magnetic Catch

The Clearline magnetic catch is designed to ensure that no excess 
strain is applied to the hardware when the doors are folded open, 
ensuring long life for years to come. They also serve as a buffer to 
ensure that the main door handle does not damage the second leaf 
when folded together.

The catches are supplied as a pair and are packaged along with 
screws for two fixing methods for aluminium profiles. Fabricators can 
opt to insert a rivet nut into the sash and fasten the catch to it using the 
M5 bolts provided or they can screw directly into the door profile using 
the self drilling screws if preferred. 

Each catch is also supplied with an anti-rotation grub screw. This stops 
the catch from rotating around the central fixing point.

The catches are available in two height options (26mm and 65mm) in 
the colours detailed opposite.

Clearline magnetic catches have been designed to complement the 
greenteQ Clearspan aluminium bi-fold system but can be used on any 
bi-fold door, regardless of hardware or the door material used (subject 
to suitable alternative fixings being used).

Benefits at a glance:
• Holds folded sashes in correct position to ensure there is no 

damage to the hardware or door profile
• Supplied complete with 2 fixing methods for aluminium doors
• Available in 2 heights
• Discreet appearance – only 30mm diameter
• 20 year greenteQ surface guarantee
• Q-secure PREMIUM approved product
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Colour 26mm Catch 
Height

65mm Catch 
Height

Box 
Qty

White (RAL 9016) 4QBF0031 4QBF0041 1 Pair

Black (RAL 9005) 4QBF0032 4QBF0042 1 Pair

Polished Chrome 4QBF0034 4QBF0044 1 Pair

Satin Chrome 4QBF0035 4QBF0045 1 Pair

Anthracite Grey (RAL 7016) 4QBF0037 4QBF0047 1 Pair

Window Grey (RAL 7040) 4QBF0038 4QBF0048 1 Pair

Enduro Steel 4QBF0039 4QBF0049 1 Pair

Ordering Details

Please visit www.vbhgb24.com to place orders.


